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Citizen Advisory Committee (CAC) 

April 21, 2014 
CRFPD Headquarters 

 
Task Force Attendees: Michael Hassig, Lance Luckett, Davis Farrar, Ray Sauvey, Mo Shalabi, Tom Flynn, 
Chuck Tornius, Jason Sewell, Joanne Teeple, Allyn Harvey, Richard Fuller,  Ken Harrington, Carl Smith, 
Connie Hendrix 
Others present:  Hilary Fletcher, Ron Leach, Will Handville, Paul Herr, Dean Perkins, Kat Bernat, Jenny 
Cutright, Bill Gavette, Kevin Greene, Josh Greene, Frank Nadell, and Rob Goodwin 
 
Minutes: 
Hilary Fletcher opened the meeting thanking the CAC for coming, asked them to sign in and stated the 
minutes would be out sooner next time.    
 
Ron Leach also thanked the group and stated his appreciation for their attendance.    
 
Hilary Fletcher gave an overview of CAC meeting expectations and then opened the floor for members 
of the CAC to introduce themselves:   

• Michael Hassig:  architect, worked w/fire district on expansion and new building 
• Lance Luckett:  resident since 1980, manages Aspen Glen 
• Davis Farrar: worked w/district unofficially on small trash fires, in local government w/budgeting 

experience 
• Ray Sauvey:  12 year CRFPD volunteer, ranch foreman @ Elk Springs 
• Mo Shalabi:  insurance group, commercial lines 
• Tom Flynn:  past small business owner, new to the valley 
• Chuck Torinus:  40 year resident, community service work, 16 years Aspen Fire Board, AVH 

board experience 
• Jason Sewell:  ranch owner 
• Joanne Teeple:  resident since 1996, private enterprise jobs 
• Allyn Harvey:  public relations work, Aspen Times editor/reporter, Town Council member 
• Richard Fuller:  Alpine Bank President, homeowner Ranch @ Roaring Fork, was there when the 

fire started 
• Ken Harrington:  previous facility planner in Minnesota with government experience, 2 year 

resident 
• Carl Smith:  retired Aurora Fire, former Deputy Chief CRFPD, active volunteer CRFPD and other 

committees and stated he is running a for a position on the CRFPD Board of Directors 
• Connie Hendrix:  home owner in Marble, previous experience in advertising-radio/TV, involved 

in community and government, stone artist 
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Hilary thanked everyone, and asked if there were comments or feedback from the last meeting on 
March 17, 2014.  Some comments, questions and suggestions were:   

• People want the department to stay within the budget and have a limit on the mill levy/sunset 
clause.   Many people have opinions 

• People want to know what level of services are required 
• Volunteer pay 
• Start a PR program with Q & A in paper on regular basis 
• Make the Mill Levy / the history of the Mill Levy, the Budget and 2004-2014 Master Plan 

electronic format for access 
• Need for a sunset provision 
• Stay within budget-detail to money decisions 
• Training – post employment agreement 
• Master Plan distribution 
• Call cost/ taxpayer rate 
• Attrition of trained staff  
• Average training cost Perception ‘vs’ reality, people are concerned about “me”, how much 

(range) does a call cost us the taxpayer? 

Q:  Someone asked if the Committee would be given the opportunity to meet without the staff present?   
A:  Fletcher stated that the first two meeting were geared to give a basic understanding, may be able to 
meet without staff after these base meetings to discuss actual goals hopefully before the 4th or 5th 
meeting.    A question was asked why the staff wasn’t wanted in the meetings, and it was stated so there 
could be freedom to speak/talk about solutions that might be hard for staff to hear.   
Q:  Property values dropped, when values were up prior to 2008, was there a decrease? 
A:  Leach stated the mill stayed the same, a comment was then made what happened to the excess 
then, people are questioning what happened to the money. 
Q:  Who are the people running for election, there were no comments on who they are or what they 
stand for and people are being asked to refer to the local papers for articles and letters to the editor.  
Committee member Sauvey stated he was asked to support someone running and asked the group if 
they thought it was a good idea, others stated they were asked as well and declined supporting 
individual people running for election. 
Q:  Are the Advisory Group (CAC)  meetings publically announced? 
A:  No, the CAC is not an elected board and therefore does not need to be announced.  The minutes and 
presentations are posted to the website and this does include the meeting schedule. 
 
Fletcher then asked Chief Leach to begin the slide show presentation:  
 
Leached opened with an overview of the 5 core services:  Administration, Maintenance, Training, 
Prevention and Operations and pointed out the middle circle of Community Outreach.  Chief Leach 
stated that the staff is each a dedicated public servant, colleagues and friends who work hard for the 
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community.  Leach stated, Community outreach is a part of everything we do and intersects with all of 
the core services.  He stated that CRFPD is a self-sustained local government, doing everything from 
mowing grass to running EMS calls and that CRFPD is a friendly and open organization.  Referring to the 
slide with the 5 core sections and community outreach circles, Chief Leach stated that there is a lot of 
cross functionality in CRFPD, in that training does not solely work in training, it overlaps with other 
circles.  A reference to Bill Gavette (Prevention) was made and how he spends 25% of his time doing 
training related tasks.  Chief Leach went on to say that everyone is crossed trained and no one stays 
confined to their circle.  Referencing administration, Leach stated that Jenny & Kat worked on the Red 
Canyon fire last year.  Leach commented on the theory of community outreach and how people in 
Marble were taught CPR/AED and that 15 people attended all 4 classes and how CRFPD helped place an 
AED at the 3rd Street Center and taught 12people how to use it.  Leach also mentioned how CRFPD 
organized and raised $10,000.00 for the 19 wildland firefighters who were killed last year in Arizona.  
Leach stated that these are things that CRFPD doesn’t have to do, but we do it a lot.  Leach went on to 
talk about mutual aid and how it is the key stone in the fire service stating that one fire department 
cannot handle a major fire, flood, or large incident on their own.  Leach presented a slide of a list of 
incidents CRFPD was part of.   
General questions from the CAC ensued: 
Q:  Is there a policy for going on out of district incidents? 
A:  There is no policy, but decision factors include, staffing, time of year, mutual aid agreements and 
length of assignment, which could be from 72 hours up to 2-3 weeks for a national fire assignment. 
Q:  Who went to deliver the money to Arizona?   
A:  Paid and volunteers went to represent the fire department.  (Chief Leach later clarified that the 5 
people who went to Arizona were paid staff and that they were “on the clock” and paid for time.   
 
Administration Presentation was presented by Jenny Cutright  
Jenny opened the presentation by stating the administration staff is herself and Kat Bernat.  That they 
are the only true administration staff and are not the ones cutting fire line or running ambulance calls, 
stating that admin is probably the least exciting of the 5 core sections and is there to support everyone 
else.  Referencing the financial management slide she stated several areas of her job duties were to 
oversee the ambulance billing, wildfire billing and grant applications. Jenny stated an average 
ambulance bill is $800 - $1200 and that Medicare pays 44 -52% of bills.  Wildfire billing consists of a 42 
page document and that CRFPD received a grant for $20,000 to send two EMT’s to paramedic school 
this year.   
General questions from the CAC followed: 
Q:  Who pays for wildfires CRFPD is called on? 
A:  If it is a federal fire, the federal government pays, if private the federal government will bill local 
governments for resources and personnel, but initial response (generally the first 72 hours) is up to local 
entities to handle until the “Calvary” shows up. 
Jenny continued with her presentation noting that as the elections official for CRFPD it is her 
responsibility to stay current on annual changes to rules and regulations, that the average election costs 
$12,000 and 8,227 ballots were mailed out for the upcoming board election.  Regarding general Human 
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Resources, Jenny stated that CRFPD was one of several districts and town governments to join the 
Western Slope Healthcare Group and that doing so helped to reduce health insurance rates.   Jenny also 
discussed special projects and community interaction, such as social media, press releases and public 
service announcements that ranged from 70+ tweets during the Red Canyon fire to PSA’s regarding 
safety, weather and prevention and interacting with the public answering questions ranging from open 
burn information, billing questions to giving information like phone numbers to outlying government 
entities.  Challenges she discussed included the need for a 3rd administration person and funding for new 
technology and software was needed for an aging system.   
General questions from the CAC ensued: 
Q:  Why isn’t their information in the ballot on the people running for the board? 
A:  Rules and Regulations don’t allow 
Q:  Ambulance billing codes: The change that was supposed to take place this year making coding more 
difficult, from 10,000 codes to 80,000, is that still going to happen? 
A:  The ICD-10 code changes have been postponed until 10/1/2015 
 
Maintenance Presentation was presented by Kevin Greene 
Kevin opened his presentation stating that the maintenance department has a staff of two people who 
respond to calls as well as tend to equipment, the buildings and grounds.   Kevin stated that 
maintenance isn’t just doing oil changes and replacing blinker bulbs and general engine work, it includes 
the onboard equipment as well.  This equipment includes the main pump housings as well as the 
portable pumps and SCBA’s (self-contained breathing apparatus) stating the importance of needing 
these pieces of equipment to work and work properly for life safety of firefighters.  Kevin stated that he 
and Josh are certified to maintain the Stryker ambulance gurneys and stair chairs.  Regarding the 
maintenance of the outlying stations/buildings and grounds, Kevin stated just like your home, they need 
maintaining, roofing, windows, painting, mowing and snow removal all have to be performed 
periodically and some of this work is subbed out.   When fire alarm systems or fire extinguishers need to 
be inspected, maintenance personnel need to be available to help with testing.  Kevin referenced the 
Testing slide which noted several NFPA (National Fire Protection Association) standards associated with 
the care and maintenance of pumps, ladders, hose and SCBA’s.  Kevin stated that there are 8 fire pumps 
and 20,000 feet of hose that are tested annually.   Referencing the slide on safety, Kevin stated that 
maintaining buildings, equipment and vehicles is all about safety.  Challenges for maintenance moving 
forward included finding parts for an aging fleet and equipment can be difficult, the need for seasonal 
help, funding for deferred maintenance such as painting outlying stations in need and the need for a 
pump testing facility which could also be used as a training tool. 
General questions from the CAC followed: 
Q:  Which is better older equipment or newer? 
A:  Both have their challenges, newer equipment can be complicated and need more training; older 
equipment is easier to work on and depending on where it is located and how often it is used can have 
lower mileage and still be a good vehicle.   A fleet of vehicles somewhere in the middle would be ideal. 
Q:  Do you have a rotating plan for which vehicles get removed from the fleet first? 
A:  Yes, Ron has it and it is referenced when considering replacement 
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Q:  How much work is subbed out? 
A:  It’s about 80/20 with 20% being subbed 
Q:  What is a pump testing facility? 
A:  Kevin gave an explanation of what a pump testing facility looks like and what/how it is used and how 
training could use it:  It is a concrete fault in the ground that’s full of water and plumbed to facilitate 
drafting water and pumping water back into it.  It can be used for training to teach drafting techniques 
 
Prevention Presentation was presented by Bill Gavette 
Bill opened his presentation with an overview of what his duties are.  These duties include: fire 
prevention, plan reviews, communications, as well as participation on the NWIMT (North West Incident 
Management Team).  Referencing the Plan & Code Review slide Bill stated he works with 3 counties 
doing commercial and residential code reviews for fire alarms, water systems and sprinkler systems.  He 
stated that most agencies have adopted the 2009 International Building Code and CRFPD is the referral 
agency for Pitkin County regarding wildfire mitigation and driveway access.    
General questions from the CAC ensued: 
Q:  Do you charge a fee for plan reviews? 
A:  No 
Bill went on the give an explanation of the Emergency Communications slide explaining his involvement 
with various boards/user groups and radio/pager programming.  He also referenced the maps on this 
slide that indicated the complexity of communications in the district along with a brief overview of the 
800mghz/VHF radio system.    Bill also discussed his involvement with record management and several 
of the programs/data bases that are used for this purpose in particular, the training, wildland fire 
qualifications, resource mobilization and open burning data bases and stated that there were 575 open 
burns taken in 2013.  Bill continued with an overview of the ISO(Insurance Service Office)/Water Supply 
slide, stating that there are 842 hydrants in the district that are inspected regularly and 21 (ISO 
recognized) water recognized water systems.  Bill stated on a scale of 1 -10, (1 being the best rating and 
10 being the worst rating you can receive from the ISO) the district is currently rated a 5 for both 
hydrant and non-hydrant areas with areas more than 5 miles from a fire station rated a 10.  The 5 rating 
for non-hydrant areas is a reflection of the district’s ability to provide water with water tender trucks.   A 
challenge that Bill referenced was the need for a full time inspector.   
Q:  What is the average amount of time it takes for an inspection? 
A:  It depends on what is being inspected; it could take from 15 minutes to 2 hours. 
Q:  Will the state’s water/river management plan affect services?   
A:  Not really, emergencies will have some precedence over the water plan (Hilary Fletcher answered 
this question) 
Q:  Regarding radio systems…will counties begin using satellite based programming? 
A:  No, maybe in the long term 
 
Training presentation was presented by Frank Nadell 
Frank began his presentation by stating the goal of the training program is to provide the knowledge and 
skills necessary to protect property and save lives.  Referencing the Responsibilities slide Frank gave an 
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overview of initial certification, continuing education, records management and coordination of all.  
Frank continued to the Training Program Staffing slide and indicated that all of the staff participates in 
the training program from Rob and Ron teaching the EMT Basic class to Shift and volunteer personnel 
teaching Wednesday night fire trainings.  Frank also stated that some classes are taught by contract 
instructors who come in to other classes like incident command training or hazard materials classes.  
Frank then moved on to the Emergency Medical Technician slide where he touched on the training 
hours it takes to achieve certification in EMT Basic, Intermediate and Paramedic and referenced a stack 
of books used by some current students enrolled in Paramedic class.  
Members of the CAC posed the following questions: 
Q:  Do we hire paramedic or train up?  Does the district pay? 
A:  Yes, we do both hire and train up.  Yes, the district may pay for some; most is paid for by grants 
Q:  Do we have a choice when choosing to go up to Paramedic level service?  What is ratio heading 
toward Paramedic programs? 
A:  Choice was not answered specifically at this time, but was later answered by Rob Goodwin when he 
began his presentation, who stated that CRFPD was moving forward with its Paramedic program.  In 
regards to the ratio part of the question, Nadell stated that smaller communities have a lot of Basic level 
EMT’s, but bigger communities have an expectation of advanced level of care.  He also stated that there 
were even differences in the type of advanced care that Intermediate certification and Paramedic 
certification can perform such as, Intermediates must call the Emergency Department and speak to a 
doctor before administering certain medications.  A Paramedic can make those types of decisions 
without doctor notification/on scene. 
Frank then presented a slide that showed a graph of the EMT certification levels and hours needed to 
achieve certification.  Frank went on to present slides on Structural Firefighter requirements and 
training hours as well as requirements and training hours  for Wildland Firefighers.  A slide on the 
Minimum Required Training for volunteer and career fire service personnel was shown with a slide that 
stated in 2013 the CRFPD staff and volunteers had a combined 8,847 hours of training.  A graph was also 
shown to give a visual of training hours for staff and volunteers.  Frank stated that he feels the quality of 
service is a direct link to the quality of training.  Frank also stated there has been an upward trend to in 
hours of training classes take, making it harder and harder for volunteers to meet the requirements 
necessary to certify and keep certifications.   
Q:  What is the salary range for an Intermediate ‘vs’ Paramedic?  
A:  Paramedic makes 10% over EMT Basic and Intermediates make 5% over EMT Basic, salary ranges 
differ according to other certifications they might hold as well. 
Q:  Do you have numbers for Firefighters who get qualifications and move on? 
Q:  Typical number of what it costs when you lose a Basic, Intermediate, Paramedic? 
Q:  What does it cost to train a career person with the qualifications listed in the slide? 
 
Operations Presentation was presented by Rob Goodwin 
Rob opened his presentation with an overview with an overview of the Responsibilities slide.  He also 
presented a 10 year summary of calls for service and stated that there has been a 29% - 39% percent 
increase in calls.  Rob also stated the standard of care is Paramedic/FF and that is where CRFPD is going 
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(referencing an earlier question in that was asked during the Training Presentation).  Rob moved onto 
the Operations-Response slide and gave an explanation of how a lot of responses require “cross- 
over/overlapping response”.   
Q:  Are there guidelines for calls? 
A:  The District has standard operating guidelines it operates by, but some calls require both an 
ambulance and fire apparatus, such as; motor vehicle accidents, structure fires, etc.  (a similar 
explanation was given regarding how we assess what and who to send to a 911 call for service) 
Rob continued onto the Operations-Current Staffing slide discussing paid staff on call shifts, during the 
week as well as on rotating weekends.  Volunteer shifts were discussed as well, including the sign up 
board.  Rob stated that every call receives response from Station 81.   
Questions and answers with the CAC included: 
Q:  Are there volunteers living at any of the station (reference to station 5 in particular) 
A:  Yes, there is an EMT/FF living at each station except station 3 because it does not have sleeping 
quarters.   
Q: Garfield County recently approved a development (residential) by station 4, are there any fees 
associated with this development?  Is there an impact fee program for residential development?  How 
do you assess dollar amount for fee? 
A:  There is a $700.00 fee currently.  It is assessed per lot.  Not every district has a fee, it has to have a 
methodology to it, it has to be justified, and is upon condition of approval by the county for developer. 
Q:  Regarding the elk fence, has it helped with traffic accidents on Hwy 82? 
A:  Rob Godwin answered yes it has.  Lance Luckett provided details stating that Aspen Glen averaged 47 
hits per year before the fence and now it is less than 10.   
Rob continued his presentation with operations and staffing standards noting the NFPA’s minimum 
staffing standard for firefighters.  He also commented on the CRFPD minimum standard for an EMS call 
and spoke about concurrent and back to back calls.  Rob stated that 6 people 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week is what is needed.  Rob finished his presentation with an overview of the Operational 
Challenges/issues moving forward slide.   
Q:  Are you legally required to budget for equipment that is obsolete?  Or is there a standard?  (this was 
a question referencing the fire truck that was purchased in 2013)  
A:  No, the new truck was not just to maintain the current ISO ratings, it was for others reasons as well 
such as:  changing size of buildings, commercial building access, it has a longer ladder that is needed as 
well, this helps to effectively protect some the larger homes and expanding communities such as Aspen 
Glen, Iron Bridge, RVR, etc. 
 
After Rob Goodwin’s presentation, Leach summarized the Five Core Services stating that “we provide 
quality fire and EMS service to our community”.  He also clarified an earlier question regarding the who 
was sent to Arizona and whether those people were paid for their time.  He stated that there were 5 
paid staff members who went and yes they were paid.   
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Fletcher wrapped up the meeting with the Financial Information slide stating where the information 
regarding special district budgets can be found, that the 2012 CRFPD financial statement was on the 
district’s website along with the 2014 budget.   
 
Several comments and requests for information were made after her statement:  

• Mo Shalabi will be working with Bill Gavette on an ISO presentation and the benefits of rating.   
• Leach stated that comparables will be for Snowmass, Basalt, Glenwood Springs, Rifle and Grand 

Valley, he knows some wanted Eagle County/Vail area, and he will try to get that info as well but 
not a true comparable since the ambulance service is separate. 

• Other comparables wanted:  number of paid staff, number of volunteers, population and 
demographics, mill ley, assess valuation, property tax, total expenditures, personnel 
expenditures, salary ranges, and board salary/expenditures.   

• Revenues, other fees 
• Home owners insurance for fire/ems 
• Per capita cost per service 
• Categories of other calls 
• Number of structures by type 
• District boundaries 

 
Suggestions included: 

• A community survey.  Discussion followed.  It was stated that the survey would be to objectify 
the process instead of guessing public input and that it is an opportunity for information 
gathering as well as public information on projections of what the years 2015 -2016 would look 
like without a mill levy increase.  Hilary stated that the district board would be the entity 
responsible for putting out a community survey and that if the CAC wanted to suggest a survey 
in their recommendations to the board that would something they could do.    

• Mission/problem statement for CAC. Hilary stated that they would be reviewed at the next CAC. 
• A question was posed if a chair should be appointed for the Task Force.  The group declined to 

so do at this point. 
• DNR 
• Define public education 
• Open house 
• Update the Master Plan 

 
Hilary asked the group is they would like to keep the next meeting date of the May 19th or change to 
May 12th.  The group decided to stay with May 19th.   
 
The meeting concluded at:  9:12pm 


